ANXIETY’S ETHIC
MANUSCRIPT OF MATERIUS
If we would like to draw metaphysics out of “Desemantism ‘praxis, we should define
it as “De-realization of Re-realization”.
Desemantism entails de-realization and Depersonalisation. Omnisemantism entails
omni-realism.
Aesthetic Omnirealism corresponds to Ethic de-realism.
First there was “Realism” and Realization of the world. Corresponding to it has been the
Aesthetic Platonism, which knew of no “ethic suffering” of Christianity. Then came Ethic
Transcendentalism of Christianity, which came to de-realize the Aesthetic Platonic World
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of Forms, and to show that the ugly hideousness of the Ethic Suffering peeps behind the
Wonderfulness of the aesthetic proportions. The one, peeping behind the wonderful God
of the General, was the hideous ethic God of the Individual. That Ugly God was the image
of the disfigured “Primordial Horror” and it pointed to the “Asemantic Abysm”.
In this way the Ethic Horrible God has first brought the “De-realization” of the Aesthetic
Platonic world, in order to show that besides the attractive Satisfied General, the Soul also
has the disgusting Suffering of the Individual.
And this Ethic Individual God had a detestable face and no one loved him among
the Greeks, but the Christians came to love him, because in the Hideous, they found the
Profundity of the Abyss of the soul, which was absent in the Wonderful Surface of the
Frivolous Proportion, built onto which was the Greek world and the Greek Logos.
In this way, Christianity has developed as an epoch along the way of “De-realization”
of the Aesthetic World; as “De-personification” of the Proportionate Greek Corporality,
and “De-semantism” of the Pythagorean-Platonic Logos.
Christianity has brought Misfortune to the world for the first time as an ontological
value, and it was the first to point to Suffering as the Necessary Destruction of the satisfied
soul, which soul could find the Netherworld as a kingdom of Subjectivity, only if it is driven
out of this world by Proportion and harmony.
Because if the souls have remained in their uneventful oneness with Enjoying
Proportions, and if one Unsuspected, Thunderous and Ruthless Power, called “Christ” which
had suddenly rushed, as a Tempest of Pain, into the quiet Greek Heaven of Moderation,
and had not broken the Proportionate constellations of the Greek Cosmos, having given
form to the souls, and has not broken the sweet Shield of the Harmony, Lending Meaning,
and the Symmetry, alluring into consolation and in security, the Greeks would never have
felt expulsed and driven out of the Surface of Beauty, to create, as a counter balance of
the kingdom of the Lost Symmetry of Reason, the Profound Horror of the Heart, by its
Tremor pointing directly to God!
This God of Harmony, whom the Greeks had lost in the labyrinth of the Intellect,
impotent to introduce Order into the chaotic pleasures, was found by the Christians in the
Void of the Heart by way of One Proportionate Suffering, which Jesus had pointed out to
them as Compassion!
The path of that Proportionate Suffering, which was a ford in the sea of Intoxications
with the Sense, amidst the obscuring happiness of the Greek soul, bored by its rational
satisfaction, was leading to the Irrational Heroism of the Faith in the Likeness to God;
Although it lasted for 1500 years, it was too short, because the Renaissance came, and
the new form of scholarly formalism of the Singing Numbers and the Dancing Quantity it
brought within the rediscovered ecstatic play of Proportion, carried a promise that Existence
would regain its Harmoniousness, if Proportion makes the Body its home, and this would
free life from the intellectual captivity of the Christian Netherland.
And no one saw that in that growing enthusiasm of the Number, in that head-spinning
Intoxication of the Experimental Knowledge flowing all over, and promising Power over
Nature; in that rediscovered Sensuousness of Life, and focus on it, which promised to make
again Heavens a Home of Enjoyment, rather than a Home of repentance. No one noticed
how the Christian Abyss of Suffering was disappearing, carrying along the dwindling Abyss
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of the De-realization of the world, kept in the Void of the Heart, but also forgotten within
the increasingly dwindling Heart.
The Heart had to give refuge to the Abyss of Infinity within itself, in order to give and
open up room to the Intellect, intoxicated by its easily won victories… Easily won?! Why
Easily won? – because these were victories of the intellect over an automatically enjoying
body, having lost Subjectivity, and along with Subjectivity, having lost its soul, carried away
by the Whirlwind of Suffering, having huddled and wound in the Heart!
Because no one noticed the dwindling of the Heart Void in the expanding Intellectual
Sky!
…But, luckily, in that growing Hyper-Renaissance of the scientific ages of Aesthetic
Arrogance, which has crossed over the “Ethic De-realization of the world”, and which has
eliminated the Ethic “Asemia” and brought back the Aesthetic Semantic, the Strange Wind
began to rush in of Somatic Restlessness, referred to as “Anxiety”.
Gradually and imperceptibly, unclearly and physiologically, but sure as a symptom, and
confident as a disease, a new still Unrecognized Anxiety, an Anxiety which was to serve as
the basis of the Future Somatic Religion, Anxiety, unknown to the Christian world, and
even less so to modernism, open to aggression, but blind to the metaphysical Restlessness,
has begun to sneak in and increasingly more confidently to overpower in secret the Bodies,
circumventing the sensor organs and directly getting into the Unconscious, because it has
first come into the bodies, and only afterwards in the senses, first in the unconscious, and
only afterwards in the language,
But in the language of the doctors, rather than the language of the Philosophers,
And not in the language of the Fathers, nor the language of the Scholars.
Since it has come disguised as a Symptom, and veiled as a general self-aggressiveness
of the organs, no one has been capable of foreseeing that in that innocent universal higher
nervousness of the bodies, the bodies of the billions,
What has been planted and is maturing is the future World Sense of Cosmic
Questionableness, which is arriving perfidiously in the Ignorant Human Mind as Anxiety,
the companion of all units of disease in the world today.
Undisclosed to anyone, and visible to everyone, uncalled for and as yet not undesired,
only within a few years’ time, Anxiety will become the new Pledge of humanity to God and
a new Chance for the mind to remember the transcendencies it has lost in its automatic
enjoyment;
and the Heart to remember that pursued by Aggressive Happiness, a few centuries earlier, it
had been forced to reduce its Void, and while being pursued, to conceal its Holy Anxiety:
The Lightning of the Horror, which is neutralized by the Thunder of the Divine Voice, the
Lightning Consecration of those Enlightened by the Moment, and having given up Time,
and Rejecting Eternity.
The Tremor, which earlier engendered the Thunder of the Logos,
the lightning setting out back in time and having arrived before the Lightning of
Christ,
the Tremor, which shook the body of Jesus, and that Tremor, which today comes as a
Neurosis,
and tomorrow will spread all over the galaxies and will swiftly drive out of the minds
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the intoxication with their galactic presence!
That Thunder of Zeus and of the Greek Logos, deciphered today, is pronounced as
“Technology”; That Lightning of the Disappeared Light, which has darkened the Heart,
in order that it may huddle in its Negative Darkness,
that Lightning of the Setting Light, which has become extinguished as Intellectual Sky,
in order to get dissolved into the Abysm of the Heart,
that Tremor, shaking with which today is just the mind, but soon the should will also
start to quiver –
Is the Tremor, which has once come as the Light of the Intellect,
and has become extinquished as the Abysm of the Heart, and whose Darkness goes on, by
way of the Suffering and the Love of Suffering, the Behest of the Sublime, deformed amidst
the chaotic ecstasy and failed inspiration of extreme intellects and educated ignorance!
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